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1. Partnership defined. Partnership is a legal rela-

tion, based upon the express or implied contract of two or

more competent persons to unite their property, labor or

skill in carrying on some lawful business as principals for

their joint profit. The persons so united are called partners.

The term copartnership is sometimes used to designate the

relation, and the term copartners to designate the parties.

The partners collectively are often called the^m.

Any attempt to frame a satisfactory definition of part-

§ 8. Joint tenancy and co-owner§ L Partnership defined.
' ship.
I. The essential elements.
9.
Joint
purchasers of goods for
& Partnership a contract relaresale.
tion.
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porations.
.
partnership.
12. Pro~oters of companies.
6. How a partnership differs 13, 14. Contemplated partnerships.
15. Classification of partnerships.
from a corporation.
7. Intermediate associations.
16. Classification of partners.

nership is probably a somewhat hazardous undertaking

This is partly owing to the difficulty inhering in any attempt

at defHition, but it is chiefly attributable to the fact thav

the legal conception of partnership has not always been clear

and definite, and that the legal test for determining thr

existence of the relation has varied from time to time. Mr.

Justice lindley, in his admirable treatise upon the subject, 1

l Lindley on Partnership (Ewell's ed.), voL I, p. 1.

1

§ 1. Partnership defined.-Partnership is a legal relation, based upon the express or implied contract of two or
more competent persons to unite their property, labor or
skill in carrying on some lawful business as principals for
tJieir foint profit. The persons so united are called pMtners.
The term copartnership is sometimes used to designate the
relation, and th~ ·copMflners to designate the parties.
The partners collectively are often called the fem.
Any attempt to frame a satisfactory definition of part.
nership is probably a somewhat hazardous undertaking
This is partly owing to the difficulty inhering in any attempt
at defhition, but it is chiefly attributable to the fact tha\i
the legal conception of partnership has not always been cleal"
· and definite, and that the legal test for determining th~
existence of the relation has varied from time to tiine. Mr.
Justice Lindley, in his admirable treatise upon the subjeatt1

I

1 Lindley on Partnership

1

(Ewell's ed.), vol

~

p. l.

..

-

2.]

LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

§ 2.]

LA..W OF PARTNERSHIP.

declines to attempt a definition, saying that to frame one

" which shall be both positively and negatively accurate is

possible only to tliose who, having legislative authority, can

adapt the law to their own definition." He collects, how-

ever, no fewer than nineteen definitions which have been

given by other writers; and some of the most important of

these are reproduced in the foot-note. 1

2. Same subject The essential elements. These

several definitions vary in minor particulars, but from them

all at least the characteristic elements of partnership may be

gathered. Thus

declines to attempt a. definition, saying that to frame one
"which shall be both positively and negattvely accurate is
possible only to those who, havin·g legislative authority, can
adapt the law to their own definition." He collects, however, no fewer than nineteen definitions which have been
given by other writers; and some of the most important of
these are reproduced in the foot-note. 1

1. It is an unincorporated association or legal relatio

2. It is created not by law but by the agreement of the

parties.

1 * A partnership is the contract

relation subsisting between per-

sons who have combined their prop-

erty, labor or skill in an enterprise
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or business as principals for the

purpose of joint profit." Bates.

"Partnership, as between the

parties themselves, is a voluntary

§ 2. Same subject -The essential elements. - These
several definitions vary in minor particulars, but from them
all at least the characteristic elements of partnership may be
gathered. Thus 1. It is an unincorporated associatfon or legal relation.(S G
2. It IS ·c reated not by law but by the agreement of the
parties.

.

.

contract between two or more per-

sons for joining together their

money, goods, labor and skill, or

any or all of them, under an under-

standing that there shall be a com-

munion of profit between them,

and for the purpose of carrying on

a legal trade, business or advent-

ure." Collyer.

"Partnership, often called copart-

nership, is usually defined to be a

voluntary contract between two or

more competent persons to place

their money, effects, labor and skill,

or some or all of them, in lawful

commerce or business, with the

understanding that there shall be

a communion of the profits thereof

between them." Story.

"We define partnership as the

combination by two or more per-

sons of capital, or labor, or skill,

for the purpose of business for their

common benefit." Parsons.

The latest editor of Mr. Parsons'

book, Mr. Beale, substitutes the fol-

lowing: "Partnership is a legal

entity formed by the association

of two or more persons for the pur-

poro of carrying on business to-

gether and dividing its profits be-

tween them."

The new English " Partnership

Act" defines the relation thus:

" Partnership is the relation which

subsists between persons carrying

on a business in common with a

view of profit."

See, also, the remarks of Sir

George Jessel, M. R., in Pooley v.

Driver (1876), Law Reports, 5 Ch.

Div. 458, Ames' Cases on Partner-

ship, 87; and the case of Queen v.

Robson (1885), 16 Q. B. Div. 137,

Paige's Cases on Partnership, 11.

1 "A partnership is the contract
relation subsisting between persons who have combined their property, labor or skill in an enterprise
or business as principals for the
purpose of joint profit." -Bates.
"Partnership, as between the
parties themselves, is a voluntary
contract between two or more persons for joining together their
money, goods, labor and skill, or
any or all of them, under an under·
standing that there shall be a oommunion of profit between them,
and for the purpose of carrying on
a legal trade. business or adventure." - Collyer.
"Partnership, often called copartnership, is usually defined to be a
voluntary contract between two or
more competent persons to ·place
their money, effects, labor and skill,
or some or all of them, in lawful
commerce or business, with the
und~rstanding that there shall be
a communion of the profits thereof
between them." -Story.

"We defi11e partnership as the
combination by two or more persons of capital, or labor, or skill,
for the purpose of business for their
common benefit." -Parsons.
The latest editor of Mr. Parsons'
book, Mr. Beale, substitutes the following: . "Partnership is a legal
entity formed by the association
of two or more persons for the purpm:3 of carrying on business t.ogether and dividing its profits between them."
The new English "Partnership
Act" defines the relation thus:
"Partnership is the relation which
subsists between persons carrying
on a business in common with a
view of profit."
See, also, the remarks of Sir
George Jessel, M. R., in Pooley v.
Driver (1876), Law Reports, 5 Cb.
Div. 458, Ames' Cases on Partnership, 87; and the case of Queen v.
Robson (1885), 16 Q. ;B. Div. 137,
Paige's Cases on Partnership, 11.

f

)
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DEHNITION8 AJSTD DISTINCTIONB. [ 3.

3. It requires two or more competent parties.

DEFINITIONS A.ND DISTINCTIONS.
4. It involves the establishment of a common stock, fund

[§ 3.

or capital of some sort by the union of the several contribu-

3. It requires two or more competent parties.
4. It involves the establishment of a common stock, fund
or capital of some sort by the union of the several contributions of t_he parties.
5. It contemplates the transaction of some lawful business, trade or occupation, which the parties are to own and
carry on as principals.
6. The purpose of the union_is the pecuniary gain of the
members.1
In several of the definitions, partnership is spoken of as a.
contract. It is, however, rather the result of the contract
than the contract itself; it is the relation or -association
which the contract creates.

tions of the parties.

5. It contemplates the transaction of some lawful busi-

ness, trade or occupation, which the parties are to own and

carry on as principals.

6. The purpose of the union is the pecuniary gain of the

members. 1

In several of the definitions, partnership is spoken of as a

contract. It is, however, rather the result of the contract

than the contract itself; it is the relation or association

which the contract creates.

3. Is a contract relation. Partnership is a contract

relation and not a status. 2 In this respect it resembles

agency. It is created, limited, regulated and terminated, as

between the parties themselves, by their contract. The law

does not create partnership, or arbitrarily presume its ex-

istence. 1 As has been seen in the study of agency, 4 author-
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ity in one person to bind another as his agent is sometimes

said to be created by law; but this is not true in the law of

partnership. One individual may, it is true, be held liable

to particular persons as a partner, by estoppel, but this lia-

bility, as will be seen hereafter, 8 is limited to those only in

1 An association organized, not nership. Agency, he asserts, is not

for gain, but for the accomplish- a status but a contractual relation,

ment of some social or religious while partnership is the reverse,

purpose, as, for example, a Young It is believed, however, that the

Men's Christian Association, is not two relations are alike contractual,

a partnership. Queen v. Robson 3 Phillips v. Phillips (1863), 49 I1L

(1885), 16 Q. B. Div. 137; Paige's 437, Paige's Cas. 15; Re Gibbs' Es-

Partnership Cases, It See, also, tate (1893), 157 Pa. 59, 27 AtL Rep.

7, post. 383, 22 L. R, A. 276. Compare

8 Bates on Partnership, vol. I, 2. Phillips v. Phillips, supra, with

Mr. James Parsons, in his work on Ratzer v. Ratzer (1877), 28 N. J. Eq.

the Principles of Partnership (Bos- 136.

ton, 1889), 101, does indeed de- * Mechem on Agency, 1, 83.

dare the contrary, distinguishing Post, 7t

in this respect agency and part-

3

ic)-

§ 3. Is a contract relation.- Partnership is a contract
relation and not a status.2 In this respect it resembles
agency. It is created, limited, regulated and terminated, as
between the parties themselves, by their contract. The law
does not ·create partnership, or arbitrarily presume its existence.1 . As has been seen in the study of agency,• authority in one person to bind another as his agent is sometimes
said to be created by law; but this is not true in the-law of
partnership. One individual may, it is true, be held liable
t o particular persons as a partner, by estoppel, but this liability, as will be seen hereafter,11 is limited -to those only in
nership. Agency, he a~serts, is not
a status but a contractual relation,
while partnership is the reverse.
It is believed, however, that the
two relations are alike contractual
3 Phillips v. Phillips (1863), 49 fil
437, Paige's Cas. 15; Re Gibbs' Estate (1893), 157 Pa. 59, 27 Atl. Rep.
383, 22 · L. R. A. 276. Compare
Phillips v. Phillips, supra, with
Ratze:r v. Ratzer (1877), 28 N. J. Eq.

l An association organized, not
for gain, but for the accomplishment of· some social or religious
purpose, as, for example, a Young
Men's Christian Association, is not
a partnership. Queen v. Robson
(1885), 16 Q. B. Div. 137; Paige's
Partnership Cases, 11. See, also,
§ 7,post.
.J Bates on Partnership, vol I, § 2.
Mr. James Parsons, in his work on
the Principles of Partnership (Boston, 1889), § 101, does indeed declare the contrary, distinguishing
in this respect agency and part-

136.

'Mechem on Agency, §§ 1, 82.

•Post,§ 71.
3

4, 5.] LAW OF PABTNEBSHIP.

whose favor the estoppel operates, and does not make such

§§ 4, 5.]

LAW OF P ABTNERSHIP.

individual an actual partner, nor amount to the general

creation of a partnership between him and those with whom

he was reputed to be associated. As a general rule there

can be no partnership where the parties have not by their

agreement created one.

4. Is a partnership a distinct entity? A partnership

is sometimes said to be a legal entity separate and distinct

from the persons composing it, but from a legal standpoint

this can be true only in a limited sense. For most purposes

the law regards only the individuals who occupy the rela-

whose favor the estoppel operates, and does not make such
individual an actual partner, nor amount to the general
creation of a partnership between him and those with whom
he was reputed to be associated. .As a gener3.l. rule there
can be no partnership where the parties have not by their
agree~ent created one. ·

tion ; though by statute in many states the partnership itself

is regarded by the law as a distinct entity for a few special

purposes, as in the case of taxing acts, acts providing for the

filing of chattel mortgages, and, occasionally, acts permit-

ting process to run against the partnership as such. 1 In

most other cases, when the partnership is spoken of as a

separate, legal entity, having its own property, creditors

and the like, little more is meant as a legal proposition than
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that the partners as such have special rights and liabilities

which are worked out through their partnership relation. 2

5. Same subject The commercial conception of part-

nership. The commercial conception of a partnership is

1 See Faulkner T. Hyman (1886), well grasped by the old Roman

143 Mass. 53; Robertson v. Corsett lawyers, and which was partly

(1878), 39 Mich. 777; Fitzgerald v. understood in the courts of equity.'

Grimmell (1884), 64 Iowa, 261; And in a very recent case the

Walker v. Wait (1878), 50 Vt 668. court of appeals of New York, than

* In Meehan v. Valentine (1891), which no court has more Rtead-

145 U. S. 611, the court, referring fastly adhered to the old form of

to the case of Pooley v. Driver, stating the rule, has held that a

L. R. 5 Ch. Div. 458, says: " In the partnership, though not strictly a

case last above cited Sir George legal entity as distinct from the

§ 4:. Is a partnership a distinct entity !-A partnership
is sometimes said to be a legal entity separate and distinct
from the persons composing it, but from a legal standpoint
this can be true only in a limited sense. For most purposes
the law regarqs only the individuals who occupy the relation; though by statute in many states the partnership itself
is regarded by the law as a distinct entity for a few special
purposes~ as in the case of taxing acts, acts providing for the
filing of chattel mortgages, and, ·o?casionally, acts permit- l(~
ting process to run ~gainst the partnership as such.1 In
most other cases, when the partnership is spoken of as a
separate, .legal entity, hav~ng its own property, creditors
and the like, little more is meant as a legal proposition than
that the partners as such have special rights and liabilities
which are worked out through their partnership relation. 2

.

Jesselsaid: ' You cannot grasp the persons composing it, yet being

notion of agency, properly speak- commonly so regarded by men of

ing, unless you grasp the notion of business, might be so treated in in-

the existence of the firm as a sepa- terpreting a commercial contract,

§ o. Same subject-The commercial conception of part·
nership.- The commercial conception of a partnership is

rate entity from the existence of Bank of Buffalo v. Thompson, 121

the partners; a notion which was N. Y. 280."

1 See Faulkner T. Hyman (1886),
142 Mass. 53; Robertson v. Corsett
(1878), 39 Mich. 777; Fitzgerald v.
Grimmell (1884), 64 Iowa, 261;
Walkerv. Wait (1878), 50 Vt. 668.
2 In Meehan v. Valentine (1891),
145 U. S. 611, the court, referring
to the case of Pooley v. Driver,
L. R. 5 Ch. Piv. 458, says: "In the
case last a.hove cited Sir George
Jessel said: 'You cannot grasp the
notion of agency, properly speaking, unless you grasp the notion of
the existence of the firm as a. sepa.rate entity from the existence of
the partners; a notion which was

.

well grasped by the old Roman
lawyers, and which was partly
understood in the courts of equity.'
· And in a very recent case th&
court of appeals of New York, than
w.hich no court has more ~teadfastly adhered to the old form of
stating the rule, has held that a
partnership, though not strictly a
legal entity as distinct from the
persons composing it, yet being
commonly so regarded by men of
business, might be so treated in in·
terpreting a commercial contract..
Bank of Buffalo v. Thompson, 121
N. Y. 280."
4.
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DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS. [ 5.

undoubtedly different. " Commercial men and accountants,"

DEFINITIONS A.ND DISTINCTIONS.

[§ 5.

says Mr. Justice Lindley, " are apt to look upon a firm in

the light in which lawyers look upon a corporation, i. $., as

a body distinct from the members composing it, and having

rights and obligations distinct from those of its members.

Hence, in keeping partnership accounts, the ftrjn is made

debtor to each partner for what he brings into the common

stock, and each partner is made debtor to the firm for all

that he takes out of that stock. In the mercantile view,

partners are never indebted to each other in respect of part-

nership transactions, but are always either debtors to or

creditors of the firm. . . . The partners are the agents

and sureties of the firm : its agents for the transaction of its

business ; its sureties for the liquidation of its liabilities so

far as the assets of the firm are insufficient to meet them.

The* liabilities of the firm are regarded as the liabilities of

the partners only in case they cannot be met by the firm

and discharged out of its assets. But this is not the legal

notion of a firm. The firm is not recognized by lawyers as
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distinct from the members composing it." l

Though the legal and the mercantile views are thus dis-

tinct, there is in many quarters a growing tendency to in-

corporate the mercantile conception in the legal theory as

largely as the inherent nature of the partnership will per-

mit ; and though the practical consequences of the changed

conception are usually not pronounced, it often aids in a

clearer conception of the relative rights and powers of the

firm collectively and the partners as individuals. 2

1 Lindley on Partnership (Ewell's ceiving order is made against the

2d Am. edL), voL I, p. 110. firm, and the case has been argued

2 But there is great practical dif- as though the firm had a separate

fieulty in completely adopting the existence as distinguished from

mercantile theory. Thus in Ex the individual members of the

parte Beauchamp (1894), 1 Q. B. 1, firm; in other words, as if it were

where a receiving order in bank- a corporation having a separate ex-

ruptcy had been made against a istence from the individuals which

firm composed of an adult and an compose it. It is no such thing,

infant, Kay, L. J., said: "The re- and the rules [permitting proceed-

undoubtedly different. "C~mmercial men.and accoun~ants,"
~ys Mr. Justice Lindley, "are apt to look upon a firm in
the light in which lawyers look upon a corporation, i. 6., as
a body distinct from the members composing it, and having
rights and obligations distinct from those of its members.
Hence, in keeping partnership accounts, the .for.m is made
debtor to each partner for what he brings into the common
stock, and each partner is ma~e debtor to · the firm for all
that he takes out of that stock. In the mercantile view, .
partners are .never indebted to each other in respect of partnership transactions, but· are always either debtors to or
creditors of the 'firm. . • . The partners are the agents
and sureties of the firm: its agents for the transaction of its
business; its sureties for the liquidation of its liabilities so
far as the assets of the firm are insufficient to meet them.
Th~ liabilities of the firm are regarded as the liabilities of
the partners only in case they cannot be met by the firm
and discharged out of its assets. But this is not the legal
notion of a firm. The firm is not recognized by lawyers as
distinct from the members composing it." 1
Though the legal and the merc~ntile views are thus distinct, there is in many quarters a growing tendency to in- .
corporate the mercantile conception in the legal theory as
largely as the inherent nature of the partnership will permit; and though the practical consequences of the changed
·OOnception are usually not pronounced, it often aids in a
dearer conc.eption of the relative rights and powers of the
firm collectively and the partners as individuals.2
1 Lindley on Partnership (Ewell's
2d A~ ed.), vol I, p. 110.
2 ~ut there is great pr.actical difficulty in completely adopting the
mercantile theory. Thus in Ex
parte Beauchamp.(1894), 1 Q. B. 1,
where a receiving order in bankruptcy had been made against a
firm composed of ·a n adult and an
infant, Kay, L. J., said: "The re-

ceiving order is made against the
firm, and the case has been argued
as though the firm had a separate
existence as distinguished from
the individual members of the
firm; in other words, as if it were
a corporation having a separate existence from the individuals which
compose it. It is no such thing,
and the rules [permitting proceed5

LAW OF PAETNEESHIP.

6. How a partnership differs from a corporation.

§ 6.]

LAW Oi' PARTNERSHIP.

A partnership differs in material respects from a corporation.

A partnership is a voluntary, unincorporated association

of individuals whose legal relation is based upon their agree-

ment, and needs no special statutory authority to give it

force and effect. They continue to act in this relation as

individuals. They sue and are sued only in their individual

names. The death of one operates usually to terminate the

relation. The transfer of the interest of one has usually the

same effect, and operates, not to introduce the transferee

into the relation, as a party to it, but merely to give him

such share as his transferrer would have upon a dissolution.

Each partner is, in general, personally responsible for all the

debts of the partnership, notwithstanding that he has fully

paid in to it his agreed contribution.

A corporation, on the other hand, is a distinct legal entity,

created by some express legislative authority, either special

to the particular case or general in like cases. It acts in its

corporate capacity only, without regard to the individuals
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who compose it. It may sue and be sued in its own name.

The death of one or more corporators does not dissolve it.

One corporator may transfer his share without affecting the

corporate existence, and his transferee may take his place

in the corporation, which proceeds without regard to changes

in the personnel of the corporators. One corporator, having

paid his subscription, is not usually subject to any further

personal responsibility for the debts of the concern. In these

characteristics of limited liability, facility of transfer, and

ings in the firm name] do not mean 57 Ga. 229; Chambers v. Sloan, 19

anything of the kind. Under the Ga. 84.) So in a late case in New

rules, facilities have been given for York Jones v. Blun (1895), 145

proceeding against a firm in the N.Y. 333 the court, notwithstand-

firm name, for this simple reason ing what was said in Bank of Buf-

that it is not always easy to find f alo v. Thompson, supra, points out

out who who are the partners in a that it is only for certain purposes

firm." (See, also, Drucker v. Well- that the partnership may be re-

house (1888), 82 Ga. 129, 8 S. E. Rep. garded as an entity.

40, 2 L. R. A. 328 ; Harris v. Visscher,

6

§ 6. How a partnership differs from a corporation.-.
A partnership di:ffers in material respects from a corporation.
A partnership is a voluntary, unincorporated association
of individuals whose legal relation is based upon their agreement, and needs no special statutory authority to give it
force and effect. They continue to act in this relation as
individuals. They sue and are sued only in their individual
names. · The death of one operates usually to terminate the
relation. The transfer of the interest of one has usually the
same effect, and operates, not to introduce the transferee
into the relation, as a party to it, but merely to give him
such share as his transferrer would have upon a dissolution.
Each partner is, in general, personally responsible for all the
debts of the partnership, notwithstanding that he has fully
paid in to it his agreed contribution.
A corporation, on the other hand, is a distinct legal entity,
created by some express legislative authority, either special
to the particular case or general in like cases. It acts in its
corporate capacity only, without regard to the individuals
who compose it. It may sue and be ued in its own name.
The death of one or more corporators does not dissolve it.
One corporator may transfer his share without affecting the
corporate existence, and his transferee may take his place
in the corporation, which proceeds without regard to changes
in the personnel of the corporators. One corporator, having
")( J( paid his subscription, is not usually subject to any further
/.., personal responsibility for the debts of the concern. In these
characteristics of limited liability, facility of transfer, and
ings in the firm name] do not mean
anything of the kind. Under the
rules, facilities have been given for
proceeding against a firm in the
firm name, for this simple reasonthat it is not always easy to find
out who who are the partners in a
firm." (See, also, Drucker v. Wellhouse (1888), 82 Ga. 129, 8 S. E. Rep.
40, 2 L. R. A. 328; Harris v. Visscher,

57 Ga. 229; Chambers v. Sloan, 19
Ga. 84.) So in a late case in New
York - Jones v. Blun (1895), 145
N. Y. 333-the court, not;withstanding what was said in Bank of Buf·
falo v. Thompson, supra, points out
that it is only for certain purposes
. that the partnership may be re·
garded as an entity.
6
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DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS. [ 7, 8.

immunity from dissolution by death, are found the leading

DEFINITIONS AND DISTINOTIONS. ·

[§§ 7, 8.

inducements to the formation of corporations.

7. Intermediate associations. In many of the states,

statutes have provided for the organization of associations

partaking more or less of the characteristics of both partner-

ships and corporations. Thus, there are joint-stock companies,

immunity from dissolution by death, are found the leading
inducements to the formation of corporations.

which usually are simply partnerships with transferable

shares; partnership associations, limited, which are usually

but a crude form of corporation; and limited partnerships,

which are partnerships having one or more general members

subject to the usual liabilities of partners, and also one or

more special partners whose liability is limited to the amount

contributed. The legal peculiarities of these several types

will be more fully considered in later chapters.

In addition to these are other bodies, not statutory,. and

not organized for the purpose of pecuniary profit, which are

sometimes sought to be held liable as partnerships, but which

are not such in fact. Of these the unincorporated social

clubs, committees, lodges, fraternal societies, Christian asso-
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ciations, granges and co-operative associations, are common

examples. Such bodies are not partnerships, nor is the lia-

bility of a member to be determined by the law of partner-

ship, but by that of principal and agent those, and those

only, being liable as principals who have expressly or im-

pliedly authorized acts to be done in their behalf, or who

have subsequently ratified them. 1

8. Joint-tenancy and co-ownership. Joint-tenants

and co-owners are not thereby partners. 2 They differ in

v. Hector (1836), 2 Ag. 45; Davison v. Holden (1887),

Mees. & Wels. 172; Todd v. Emly 55 Conn. 103, 3 Am. St. Rep. 40,

(1841), 7 id. 427; a C., 8 id. 505; La- Mechem's Gas. on Ag. 47; Burt v.

fond v. Deems (1880), 81 N. Y. 507; Lathrop (1883), 52 Mich. 106.

Eioabaum v. Irons (1843), 6 Watts 2 See 1 Ldndley on Partn. (Ew-

& Serg. (Pa.) 68, 40 Am. Dec. 540; ell's 2d Am. ed.), p. 52; Dunham v.

Ash v. Guie (1881), 97 Pa. St 493, Loverock (1893), 158 Pa. St. 197, 27

89 Am. Rep. 818, Mechem's Gas. on AtL Rep. 990, 38 Am. St Rep. 838.

§ 7. Intermedfate associations ..- In .many of the states,
statutes have provided for the organization. of associations
partaking more or less of the characteristics of both partnerships and corporations. Thus, there are joilnt-stock companiea,
which usually are simply partnerships with transferable
shares; partnersh:ip associations, lilmited, which are usually
but a crude form of corporation; and limited partnerships,
which are partnerships having one or more general members
subject to the usual liabilities of partners, and also one or
more special partners whose liability is limited to the amount
contributed. The legal peculiarities of these several types
will be more fully considered in later chapters.
In addition to these are other bodies, not statutory,. and
not organized for the purpose of pecuniary profit, which are
sometimes sought to be h~ld liable as partnerships, but which
are not such in fact. Of these the unincorporated social
clubs, committees, lodges, fraternal societies, christian associations, granges and co-operative associations, are common examples. Such bodies are not partnerships, nor is the liability of a member to be determined by the law of partnership, but by that of principal and agent- those, and those
only, being liable as principals who have expressly or impliedly authorized acts to be done in their behalf, or wh~
have subsequently ratified thein.t§ 8. J oint·tenancy and co-ownership .. - Joint-tenants
and co-owners a e not thereby partners. 2 They differ in
1 Flemyng v. Hector {1836), 2
Mees. & Wela. 172; Todd v. Emly
(1841), 7 id. 427; S. C., 8 id. 505; Lr
fond v. Deems (1880), 81 N. Y. 507;
Ei~baum v. Irons (1848), 6 Watts
& Serg. (Pa.) 68, 40 Am. Dec. 540;
.A.sh v. Guie (1881), 97 Pa. St. 493,
89 Am. Rep. 818, Mechem's Cas. on

Ag. 45; Davison v. Holden (1887),
55 Conn. 103, 3 Am. St. Rep. 40,
Mechem's Cas. on Ag. 47; Burt v.
Lathrop (1883), 52 Mich. 106.
2 See 1 Lindley on Partn. (Ew·
ell's 2d Am. ed.), p. 52; Dunham v•
Loverock (1893), 158 Pa. St. 197, 27
AtL Rep. 990, 38 Am. St. Rep. 838.
7

8.] LAW OF PAKTNBBSHIP.

many particulars, of which the following are the most im-

§ 8.]

LAW 011' P.A.RTNEBSHIP.

portant:

1. Co-ownership is not necessarily the result of an agree-

ment to create it, 1 while partnership is. 3

2. Co-ownership does not necessarily involve community

of profit or loss,* while partnership does. 4

3. One co-owner may, without the consent of the others,

assign his interest in such a way that his assignee will as-

sume his relations to the other co-owners, 8 but one partner

cannot do this.' X > ^

4. One co-owner is not as such the agent of the others, 7

while a partner is. 8

5. One co-owner has no lien on the common property for

expenses or outlays, or for what may be due from the oth-

ers as their share of a common debt, 9 while a partner has

such a lien. 10

Other distinctions exist, but these are sufficient to illus-

trate the differences.

But while the legal distinction between partnership and
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co-ownership as such is thus clearly defined, it is possible

that the co-owners may so deal with their common prop-

erty as tc assume very nearly, if not entirely, the attitude of

partners. Thus, when they employ it in business with a

view to profit, and divide such profits between them, part-

nership may result. 11 Even the division of the gross proceeds

of the employment of their common property was formerly

deemed sufficient to render them liable as partners, though

this view is now generally abandoned, as will be seen in a

later section. 13 Until, however, it appears that they have

i Lindley on Partnership, supra. Lindley, supra; Goeil v. Morse

See ante, 3; post, 43. (1879), 126 Mass. 480.

1 Lindley, ubi supra. 10 g ee p OS ^ g 2 78.

See post, 46-48. u See post, 53; Butler Savings

Lindley, ubi supra. Bank v. Osborne (1893), 159 Pa. St.

9 See post, 29. 10, 28 AtL Rep. 163, 89 Am. St

7 Lindley, supra. Eep. 665.

See post, 164. See post, 56, 57.

many particulars, of which the following are the most important:
1. Co-ownership is not necessarily the result of an agreement to create it,1 while partnership is.2
2. Go-ownership does not necessarily involve community
of profit or loss,3 while partnership does.'
3. One co-owner may, without the consent of the others,
assign his interest in such a way that his assignee will assume his relations to the other co-owners,6 but one partner
cannot do this.• X' )( 1
4. One co-owner is not as such the agent of the others,7
while a partner is.'
5. One co-owner has no lien on the comm.on property for
expenses or outlays, or for what may be due from the others as their share of a common debt,9 while a partner has
·
such a lien. 10
Other distinctions exist, but these are sufficient to illustrate the differences.
But while the legal distinction between partnership and
co-ownership as such is thus clearly defined, it is possible
that the co-owners may so deal with their common property as k assume very nearly, if not entirely, the attitude of
partners. Thus, when they employ it in business with a
view to profit, and divide such profits between them, partnership may result. 11 Even the division of the gross P!Oceeds
of the employment of their common property was formerly
deemed sufficient to render them liable as partners, though
thls view is now generally abandoned, as will be seen in a
later section.12 Until, however, it appears that they have
1 Lindley

on Partnership, aupra.

ante,§ 3; post,§ 43.
a Lindley, ubi supra.
• See post, §§ 46-48.
• Lindley, ubi supra.
1 See post, § 29.
T Lindley, supra.
•See post, § 164.
2 See

a

•Lindley, supra; Goell v. Morse
(1879), 126 Mass. 480.
10 See post, § 278•
11 See post, § 53; Butler Savings
Bank v. Osborne (1893), 159 Pa. St.
10, 28 Atl Rep. 163, 89 Am. St.
Rep. 665.
lJ See post, §§ 56, 57.
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DEiTNrnoNs AND DISTINCTIONS. [ 9, 10.

changed their position to that of partners, their relation as

DEFINITIONS AND DISTINOTIONS.

[§§ 9, 10.

co-owners will be presumed to continue. 1

9. Joint purchasers of goods for resale. 2 If several

persons jointly purchase goods for resale, with a view to

divide the profits arising from the transaction, a partnership

may thereby be created. 8 X But persons who join in the pur-

chase of goods, not for the purpose of selling them again

and dividing the profits, but for the purpose of dividing the

goods themselves, are not partners, and are not liable to third

persons as if they were. 4 And even though they purchase

for the purpose of resale, their agreement may show that no

partnership was intended, as where they expressly deny to

each the ordinary attributes of partnership, such as the power

of either to sell without the concurrence of the other. 6 X X

10. Defectively-organized corporations. Whether per-

sons are to be held liable as partners who have engaged in

business in pursuance of an unsuccessful attempt to organize

a corporation is a question upon which the authorities are

in conflict. It is contended, on the one hand, that where
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the association has done business and entered into contracts

as a corporation, the individuals composing it cannot, in case

it appeal's that no corporation really existed, be personally

liable, because they have never contracted as individuals or

intended to be bound as such. To hold them liable as part-

.changed their position to that of parbers, their relation as
co-owners will be presumed to continue.1
§ 9. Joint purchasers of goods for . resalP-.2- I f several
persons jointly purchase goods for resale, with a view to
divide the profits arising from the transaction, a partnership
may thereby be created. 3 X'But persons who join in the purchase of goods, not for the purpose of selling them again
and dividing the profits, but for the purpose of dividing the
goods themselves, are not partners, and are not liable to third
persons as if they were.' And even though they purchase
for the purpose of resale, their agreement may show that no
partnership was intended, as where they exp!essly deny to
each the ordinary attributes of partnership, such as the power
of either to sell without the concurrence of the other. 6 ><" 7

ners would be to hold them upon a contract which they never

1 Dunham v. Laverock, supra; 6 Goell v. Morse (1879), 126 Mass.

Butler Savings Bank v. Osborne, 480. Here two men bought a horse

supra. for the purpose of resale at a profit,

2 The language of Mr. Justice but it was agreed that either one

Lindley, E well's 2d Am. ed., p. 54, who should have possession of the

is here substantially adopted. horse should feed him at his own

1 Reid v. Hollinshead (1825), 4 expense, and, though each was to

Barn. & Or. 867, Ames' Cas. on endeavor to find a purchaser,

Partn. 29. neither was to sell without the

4 Coope v. Eyre (1788), 1 H. Blacks, concurrence of the other. They

87; Hoare v. Dawes (1780), 1 Doug, were held to be tenants in conv

371; Gibson v. Lupton (1832), 9 mon and not partners.

Bing. 297.

§ 10. Defectively·organiied corporations.-Whether persons are to be held liable as partners who have engaged in
business in pursuance of an unsuccessful attempt to organize
a corporation is a question upon which the authorities are
in conflict. It is contended, on the one hand, that where
the association has done business and entered into contra<;ts
as a corporation, the individuals composing it cannot, in case
it appears that no corporation really existed, be personally
liable, because they have never contracted as individuals or
intended to be bound as such. To hold them liable as partners would be to hold them upon a contract which they never
1 Dunham v. Loverock, supra;
6 Goell v. Morse (1879), 126 Mass.
Butler Savings Bank v. Osborne, 480. Here two men bought a horse
supra.
for the purpose of resale at a profit,
2 The language of Mr. Justice but it was agreed that either one
Lindley, Ewell's .2d Am. ed., p. 54, who should have possession of the
is here substantially adopted.
·horse should feed him at his own
I Reid v:. Hollinshead (1825), 4 expense, and, though each was to
Barn. & Cr. 867, Ames' Cas. on endeavor to find a purchaser,
Partn. 29.
neither was to sell without the
'Coope v. Eyre (1788), 1 H. Blacks. concurrence of the other. They
87; Hoare v. Dawes (1780), 1 Doug. were held to be tenants in com871; Gibson v. Lupton (1832), 9 mon and not partners.
Bing. 297.
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11.] LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

made or intended to make. On the other hand, it is con-

§ 11.]

LAW OJ' PARTNERSHIP.

tended that the parties must have intended to become liable

in some way, and inasmuch as they have failed to bind them-

selves as a corporation, it must be assumed that they are

liable as partners that it is only through the fact that they

are corporators and not partners that they escape personal

liability ; and hence if the corporate shield fails, the individ-

ual liability necessarily arises.

11. Same subject The true test. The true test, it

is believed, according to the weight of modern authority, is

to be found in the nature of the facts which have operated

to prevent complete incorporation. There can be no corpo-

ration without legislative authority. Hence, if there be no

statute at all which authorizes such an incorporation as that

made or intended to make. On the other hand, it is contended that the parties must have intended to become liable
in some way, and inasmuch as they have failed to bind themselves as a corporation, it must be assumed that they are
liable as partners - that it is only through the fact that they
are corporators and not partners that they escape personal
liability; and hence if the corporate shield fails, the individual liability necessarily arises.
·

attempted, or if, though there is the semblance of a statute,

it is really void as being repugnant to the constitution, and

therefore is no statute in legal contemplation, the attempted

incorporation wholly lacks the vital element which would

have given it effect, and the association of individuals, which
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could not possibly be a corporation, will be deemed in law a

partnership. 1 It confessedly is not a corporation de jure;

and it cannot even be deemed a corporation de facto, because

it never could have been one de jure, and no one can be es-

topped from so alleging.

Where, however, there was ample legislative authority,

and the only difficulty is that the statutory formalities have

not been fully complied with, an obviously different ques-

tion is presented. If the associates have endeavored in good

faith to comply with the requirements, and have done busi-

ness as a corporation, there is ample reason why third per-

sons who have dealt with the association on that footing

should be estopped from denying its corporate existence.

The state which prescribed the formalities may indeed com-

plain of their non-observance; but until it does so, third per-

sons should not be permitted to interfere. Until the state

i Eaton v. Walker (1889), 76 Mich. 579, 43 N. W. Repv 638, 6 L, R A. 102L

. 10

§ 11. Same subject-The true test.-The true test, it
is believed, according to the weight of modern authority, is
to be found in the nature of the facts which have operated
to prevent complete incorporation. There can be no corp<r
ration without legislative authority. Hence, if there be no
statute at all which authorizes such an incorporation as that
attempted, or if, though there is the semblance of a statute,
it is really void as being repugnant to the constitution, and
therefore is no statute in legal contemplation, the attempted
incorporation wholly lacks the vital element which would
have given it effect, and the association of individuals, which
could not possibly be a corporation, will be deemed in law a
partnership. 1 It confessedly is not a corporation de fure;
and it cannot even be deemed a corporation defaato, because
it never could haye been one de jure, and no one can be estopped froin so alleging.
Where, however, there was ample legislative authority,
and the only difficulty is that the statutory formalities have
not been fully complied with,- an obviously different question is presented. If the associates have endeavored in good
faith to comply with the requirements, and have done business as a corporation, there is ample reason why third persons who have dealt with the association on that footing
should be estopped from denying its corporate existence.
The state which prescribed the formalities may in~eed complain of their non-observance; but until it does so, third persons should not be permitted to interfere. Until the state
1 Eaton v. Walker (1889), 76 Mich. 579,

10

43 N. W. Rep. 638, 6 L. R. A. 102.
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DEFECTIONS AND DISTINCTIONS.

[11.

DEFINITIONS AND DISTINarIONS.

[§ 11.

has acted in the matter the weight of modern authority re-

gards the association as at least a corporation de facto, and

its members are not liable as partners. 1

The authorities which sustain this rule do not by any

means concede that the formalities prescribed may lightly

be ignored. There must be an actual and bonafide attempt

at compliance, and without this the de facto corporation will

not exist. 2

J Finnegan v. Noerenberg

(Knights of Labor Bldg. Ass'n)

(1893), 52 Minn. 239, 53 N. W. Rep.

1150, 38 Am. St. Rep. 552, 18 L. R A.

778, Paige's Gas. on Partn. 24; Sni-

has acted in the matter the. weight of modern authority re-gards the association as at least a corporation defacto, and
its members are not liable as partners.1
The authorities which sustain this rule do not by any
means concede that the formalities prescribed may lightly
be ignored. There must be an actual and bona fide attempt
at compliance, and without this the defacto corporation will
not exist.2

der's Sons' Co. v. Troy (1890), 91

Ala. 224, 8 So. Rep. 658, 24 Am. St.

Rep. 887, 11 L. R A. 515; American

Salt Co. v. Heidenheimer (1891),

80 Tex. 344, 15 S. W. Rep. 1038, 26
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Am St. Rep. 743; Rutherford v.

Hill (1892), 22 Oreg. 218, 29 Pac.

Rep. 546, 29 Am. St. Rep. 596, 17 L.

R, A. 549; Fay v. Noble (1851), 7

Gush, (Mass.) 192; Ward v. Brig-

ham (1879), 127 Mass. 24, Paige's

Gas. on Partn. 20; Planters' Bank v.

Padgett (1882), 69 Ga. 159; Gartside

Coal Co. v. Maxwell, 22 Fed. Rep.

197; Re Gibbs' Estate (1893), 157 Pa.

St. 59, 27 AtL Rep. 383, 22 L. R. A. 276.

8 Certain of the cases declare that

there must be a " substantial " com-

pliance with the formalities, or a

compliance . in all " material re-

spects." Kaiser v. Lawrence Sav-

ings Bank (1881), 56 Iowa, 104, 41

Am. Rep. 85; Mokelumne Hill

Mining Co. v. Woodbury (1859), 14

CaL 424, 73 Am. Dec. 658; Hurt v.

Salisbury (1874), 55 Ma 310; Bige-

low v. Gregory (1874), 73 111. 197,

Paige's Gas. on Partn. 28. But, as

is pointed out in Re Gibbs' Estate

(1893), 157 Pa. St. 59, 27 AtL Rep. 383,

22 L. R. A. 276, "where there has

been a substantial compliance with

the law, the corporation is, of

course, de jure." So, in Finnegan

v. Noerenberg, cited in the preced-

ing note, the court say: "A sub-

stantial compliance will make a

corporation de jure. But there

must be an apparent attempt to

perfect an organization under the

law. There being such an appar-

ent attempt to perfect an organi-

zation, the failure as to some

substantial requirement will pre-

vent the body from being a corpo-

ration dejure; but, if there be .user

pursuant to such attempted organi-

zation, it will not prevent it being

a corporation de facto." The stat-

ute may, however, make strict

compliance with some or all of the

requirements a condition prece-

dent to the acquisition of any cor-

porate power, and in such cases

there cannot be even a de facto

J Fin n e g an
v. Noerenberg 22 L. R. A. 276, "where there has
(Knights of Labor Bldg. Ass'n) been a substantial compliance with
(1893); 52 Minn. 239, 53 N. W. Rep. the law, the corporation is, of
1150, 38 Am. St. Rep. 552, 18 L. R. A. course, de jure." So, in Finnegan
778, Paige's Cas. on Partn. 24; Sni- v. Noerenberg, cited in the precedder's Sons' Co. v. Troy (1890), 91 ing note, the court say: "A sub.
Ala. 224, 8 So. Rep. 658, 24 Am. St. · stantial compliance will make a
Rep. 887, 11L.R;A.515; American corporation de Jure. But there
Salt Co. v. Heidenheimer (1891), must ·be an apparent attempt to
80 Tex. 344, 15 S. W. Rep. 1038, 26 . perfect an organization under the
Am St. Rep. 743; Rutherford v. law. There being such an apparHill (1892), 22 Oreg. 218, 29 Pac. ent attE:'.mpt to perfect an organiRep. 546, 29 Am. st. Rep. 596, 17 L. zation, the failure as to some
R. A. 549; Fay v. Noble (1851), 7 substantial requirement will preCush. (Mass.) 192; Ward v. Brig- . vent the body from being a corpoham (1879), 127 Mass. 24, Paige's ration de jure; but, if there be ,user
Cas. on Partn. 20; Planters' Bank v. pursuant to such attempted organiPadgett (1882), 69 Ga. 159; Gartside zation, it will not prevent it being
Coal Co. v. Maxwell, 22 Fed. Rep. a corporation de facto:" The stat197; Re Gibbs' Estate (1893), 157 Pa. ute may, however, make strict
St. 59, 27 AtlRep. 383, 22 L.R.A. 276. compliance with some or all of the
2 Certain of the cases declare that requirements a condition precethere must be a" substantial" com- dent to the acquisition of any corpliance with the formalities, or a porate power, and in such cases
compliance . in all "material re- there cannot be even a de facto
spects." ' Kaiser v. Lawrence Sav- corporatio~ without compliance.
ings Bank (1881), 56 Iowa, 104, 41 Jones v.Aspen Hardware Co. (1895),
Am. Rep. 85; Mokelumne Hill - Col - , 40 Pac. Rep. 457, 29 L.
Mining Co. v. Woodbury (1859), 14 R. A. 143. And in many of the
Cal 424, 73 Am. Dec. 658; Hurt v. cases, such as those first cited in
Salisbury (1874), 55 Mo. 310; Bige- this note, express prohibitions exlow v. Gregory (1874), 73 Ill. 197, isted against commencing business
Paige's Cas. on Partn. 28. But, as as a corporation until .certain reis pointed out in Re Gibbs' Estate quirements, like the filing of the
(1893), 157 Pa. St. 59, Z1 Atl Rep. 383, articles, were complied with.
11

12, 13.] LAW OF PARTNERSHIP.

The requisites, then, of the de facto corporation are these:

~§

12, 13.]

LAW OJI' P A.RTNERSHIP.

1. A valid law under which a corporation with the powers

assumed might lawfully be created; 2. An actual and lona

fide attempt to comply with the prescribed requirements ;

and 3. The exercise of corporate powers in pursuance of

such attempt.

12. Promoters of companies. Promoters of corpora-

tions are not partners. Though engaged in endeavoring to

secure the organization of a company to carry on business

for pecuniary profit, their immediate object is not the trans-

action of business for mutual gain, and they do not fall

The requisites, then, of the defacto corporation are these:
1. A valid law under which a corporation with the powers
.assumed might lawfully be created; 2. An actual and bona
fide attempt to comply with the prescribed requirements;
and 3. The exercise of corporate powers in pursuance of
such attempt.

within the definition or the purposes of partnership. 1

13. Contemplated partnerships. A mere intention to

form a partnership does not constitute one. Persons, there-

fore, who are merely contemplating a future partnership, or

who have simply entered into an agreement to thereafter

become partners, cannot be held liable as partners, nor have

they the rights of partners as between themselves. Before

this result can ensue the executory agreement must have
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been executed. As declared in one case, 2 " A marked dis-

tinction exists in law between an agreement to enter into the

§ 12. Promoters of companies.-P.romoters of corporations are not partners. Though engaged in endeavoring to
secure the organization of a company to carry on business
for pecuniary profit, their immediate object is not the transaction of business for mutual gain, and they do not fall
within the definition or the purposes of partnership.1

copartnership relation at a future day and a copartnership

actually consummated. It is an elementary principle that

a partnership in fact cannot be predicated upon an agree-

ment to enter into a copartnership at a future day unless it

be shown that such agreement was actually consummated.

In the language of the text-books, the partnership must be

* launched.' To constitute the relation, therefore, the agree-

ment between the parties must be an executed agreement.

So long as it remains executory the partnership is inchoate,

not having been called into being by the concerted action

necessary under the partnership agreement. It is undoubt-

1 See Reynell v. Lewis (1846), 15 835, 24 Pa& Rep. 681, 9 L. R.^ A

Mees. & Welsby, 517 ; Capper's Case 455. See, also, Buzard v. Me Anulty

(1851), 1 Sim. (N. S.) 178. (1890), 77 Tex. 438, 14 a W. Rep. 138

2 Reed v. Meagher (1890), 14 Cola

§ 13. Contemplated partnerships.-A mere intention to
form a partnership does not constitute one. Persons, there-fore, who are merely contemplating a future partnership, or
who have simply entered into an agreement to thereafter
become partners, cannot be held. liable as partners, nor have
they the rights of partners as between themselves. Before
this result can ensue the 'e xecutory agreement must have
been executed. As declared in one case,2 "A marked distinction exists in law between an agreement to enter into the
copartnership relation at a future day and a copartnership
actually consummated. · It is an elementary principle that
.a partnership in fact cannot be predicated upon an agre&
ment to enter into a copartnership at a future day unless it
be shown that such agreement was actually consummated.
In the language of the text-books, the partnership must be
'launched.' To constitute the relation, therefore, the agreemen~ between the parties must be an executed agreement.
So long as it remains executory the partnership is inchoate,
not having been called into being by the concerted action
necessary under the partnership agreement. It is iindoubt1 See Reynell v. Lewis (1846), 15 835, 24 Pac. Rep. 681, 9 L R; A
Mees. & W elsby, 517; Capper's Case 455. See, also, Buzard v. McAnulty
(1851), 1 Sim. (N. S.) 178.
(1890), 77Tex.488,14: S. W. Rep.138
2 Reed v. Meagher (1890), 14 Colo.
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DEFnsnnoNS AND DisimcrnoNS. [ 14, 15.

edly true that a partnership inprc&senti, may be constituted

DKFLIUTIONS AND DIBTINOTIONS.

[§§ 14, 15...

by an agreement if it appears that such was the intention

of the parties. But where it expressly appears that the

arrangement is contingent, or is to take effect at a future

day, it is well settled that the relation of partners does not

exist, and that, if one or more of them refuse to perform the

agreement, there is no remedy between the parties except a

suit in equity for specific performance, or an action at law

for the recovery of damages, should any be sustained."

14:. Same subject. The mere time of executing the

articles is not conclusive, for persons may become partners

at once, if such is the intention, even though partnership

articles are thereafter to be executed. The test is the in-

tention. If it is the intention that the parties are not to

become partners until the terms have been agreed upon and

edly true that a partnership i;n, prmsen"ti may be constituted'
by an agreement ff it appears that such was the intention
of the parties. But where it expressly appears that the
arrangement is contingent, or is to take effect at a future·
day, it is well settled that the relation' of partners does not
exist, ~nd that, if one or more of them refuse to perform the
agreement, there is no remedy between the parties except a .
.suit in equity for specific performance, or an action at law
for the recovery of damages, should any be sustained."

articles executed, the partnership will not come into exist-

ence until that time, unless the condition is waived; but if

the terms have been agreed upon, the execution of the

articles, or the performance of other conditions, may be
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postponed or waived, and such a waiver may be presumed

where the parties actually begin business as partners before

the conditions have been performed. 1

15. Classification of partnerships. Partnerships are

sometimes classified as ordinary partnerships, limited partr

nerships, and joint-stock companies. The peculiarities of the

latter have been already noticed. Ordinary partnerships

may be divided into (1) universal, (2) general, and (3) special

or particular partnerships, a classification corresponding

to that of agency, and based upon substantially the same

distinctions. An universal partnership is one in which all

the property and services of the parties are united, and all

profits, however made, are for their joint benefit. A gen-

eral partnership is one created for the purposes of some

iCook v. Carpenter (1861), 34 Vt kins v. Hunt (1843), 14 N. EL 205*

121, 80 Am. Dec. 670; Hartman v. Paige's Cas. on Partn. L

§ 14. Same subject.-The mere. time of executing the:
_articles is not conclusive, for persons may become partners.
at once, if such is the intention, even though partnership ·
articles are thereafter to be executed. The test is the intention. If it is the intention that the parties are not to become partners until the terms have been agreed upon and
articles executed, the partnership will not come into existence until that time, un]ess the condition is waiv.ed; but n·
- the terms have been agreed upon, the execution of the
articles, or the performance of other conditions, may be
postponed or waived, and such a waiver may be presumed
where the parties actually begin business as partners before·
the conditions have been performed.1

Woehr (1867), 18 N. J. Eq. 383; At-

13

§ Hi. Classification of partnerships.- Partnerships are ·
sometimes classified as ordinary partnerships, liinited partr
nerships, and.jointrstock companies. The peculiarities of the ·
latter have been already noticed. Ordinary partnerships
may be divided into (1) universal, (2) general, and (3) special
or paTticular partnerships,- a classification corresponding
to that of agency, and based upon substantially the same ·
distinctions. An universal partnership is one in which all ·
the property and services of the parties. are united, and all
pro.fits, however made; are for their joint benefit. A gen.eral partnership is one created for the purposes of some1 Cook v. Carpenter (1861), 34 Vt. kins v. Hunt (1843), 14: N. H.
121, 80 Am. Dec. 670; Hartman v. Paige's Cas. on Partn. 1.
Woehr (1867), 18 N. J. Eq. 383; At-

13

205-s~

16.] LAW Off PAJiT^ERSHIP.

general kind of business, or of a number of kinds of business.

§ 16.]

LAW OB P ABTNERSHIP.

A special or particular partnership is one created for a single

transaction or adventure.

It has been thought that an universal partnership could

exist only in theory, but several cases have occurred in this

country of partnerships which were practically universal.

In any event, however, the evidence must be clear to estab-

lish such an unusual relation. 1

16. Classification of partners. In limited partnerships

the partners are either (1) general, or (2) special, the former

standing in the attitude of an ordinary partner, and the

latter occupying a peculiar position, prescribed by statute,

with a liability limited to his contribution.

In ordinary partnerships, partners may be classified as

(1) active and ostensible; (2) secret or dormant, and (3) nom-

inal.

An ostensible partner, sometimes called a public partner,

is one who is held out and known as a partner. An active

partner is one who actually participates in the conduct of
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the business. He is usually an ostensible one, but is not nec-

essarily so. A partner may be unknown or concealed and

yet active in the management of the business; or he may be

both concealed and passive as to the conduct of the busi-

ness. In the former case he is said to be a secret partner,

and in the latter case he is called a silent or dormant part-

ner. A nominal partner is a person apparently a partner

but not really so. A person who leaves an existing firm is

often called a retiring partner, while one who enters such a

firm is called an incoming partner.

iSee United States Bank v. Bin- (1848), 20 Vt 479, 50 Am. Dec. 54:

ney (1828), 5 Mason (U. a a C.), 183; Goesele v. Bimeler (1852), 14 How.

Lyman v. Lyman (1829), 2 Paine (U. S.) 589; Gray T. Palmer (1858),

(U. S. C, C.), 11; Rice v. Barnard 9 CaL 616.

14

general kind of business, or of a number of kinds of business.
A special or particular partnership is one created for a single
transaction or adventure.
It has been thought that an universal partnership could
exist only in theory, but several cases have occurred in this
country of partnerships which were practically universal.
In any event, however, the evidence must be clear to establish such an unusual relation.1

§ 16. Classification of partners.-In limited partnerships
the partners are either (1) general, or (2) special, the former
standing in the attitude of an ordinary partner, and the
latter occupying a. peculiar position, prescribed by statute,
with a liability limited to his contribution~
In ordinary partnerships, partners may be classified as
(1) active and ostensible; (2) 8ecret or dorman·t, and (3) nom-

inal.

.

An ostensible partner, sometimes called a public partner,
is one who is held out and known as a partner. An active
partner is one who actually participates in the conduct of
the business. He is usually an ostensible one, but is not necessarily so. A partner may be unknown or concealed and
yet active in the management of the business; or he may be
both concealed and passive as to the conduct of the business. In the former case he is sa~d to be a aearet partner,
and in the latter case he is called a silent or dormant partner. A nominal partner is a person apparently a partner
but not really so. A person who leaves an existing firm is
often called a retiring partner, while one who enters such a
firm is called an incoming partner.
1 See United States Bank v. Binney (1828), 5 Mason (U.S. C. C.), 183;
Lyman v. Lyman (1829), 2 Paine
(U. S. C. C.), 11; Rice v. Barnard

(1848), 20 Vt. 479, 50 Am. pee. 54:
Goesele v. Bimeler (1852), 14 How.
(U.S.) 589; Gray v. Palmer (1858),

9 Cal 616.
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